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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF EBR-II FUEL ELEMENTS
MANUFACTURED BY THE COLD LINE AT ARGONNE-WEST

AND BY ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL

by

A. L. Harkness

ABSTRACT

Nine elements from each batch of fuel elements manufactured for the

EBR-II reactor have been analyzed for U-235 content by NDA methods. These

values, together with those of the manufacturer, are used to estimate the

product variance and the variances of the two measuring methods. These

variances are compared with the variances computed from the stipulations

of the contract. A method is derived for resolving the several variances

into their within-batch and between-batch components. Some of these vari-

ance components have also been estimated by independent and more familiar

conventional methods for comparison.

I,
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Fuel elements for the EBR-II reactor at Argonne-West have been prepared in

several job lots by the Cold Line at Argonne-West and by Atomics International

Company.

The manufacturing operation can be described briefly as consisting of two

operations. In the first, an alloy is made by melting uranium metal of the

proper U-235 enrichment together with small amounts (5% of the total) of

the several fissium metals. Then, in an injection-casting operation, the

alloy is remelted and cast into vycore-glass molds. The resulting pins

are cut to length and the scrap is recycled to subsequent alloy runs. The

following section discusses some of the pertinent specifications for the

Mark-II fuel elements which have uranium of about 67% enrichment. The

target uranium/fissium ratio and the total U-235 content of the Mark-I

elements is the same as for the Mark-II elements. The enrichment of the

Murk-I uranium is about 52%, rather than 67%, and therefore the Mark-I

elements will contain about 29% more total material.

Each job lot consists of a large number of batches (50 < n < 300), each

of which produced elements varying in number from several to about 100.

The Vendor assigned a U-235 content to each element based on chemical and

isotopic analyses of samples from each casting batch and the measured weight

of each pin. Nine elements from each batch have been analysed by the Nondestruc-

tion Assay Section (NDA) of the Special Materials Division (SPM) using a

gamma-counting method. 1 As a result, there are two independently determined

values for the U-235 content of a large number of elements for each job

lot, all having the same target value. The variance for each set of values

has four components: a within-batch (subscripted r for random) and a between-

batch (subscripted a for systematic) for both the product (P) and either

the Vendor (V) or the NDA (N) measurement methods. That is, the total

variances are
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Var(VT) = Var(V Prs) = Var(Vr) + Var(Vs) + Var(Pr) + Var(Ps) (1)

and

Var(NT) = Var(Nrs Prs) = Var(Nr) + Var(Ns) + Var(Pr) + Var(Ps) (2)

In the following, pertinent data from the contract specifications 2 are

used to compute the variance restrictions on the Vendor. Some of the sources

of these variances are discussed. Finally, the methods used to compute the

actual variances from the two sets of measurements are discussed with summary

tables for each of the four job lots.

CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS

The contract specifications2 read in part:

3.0 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

3.2 Chemical Properties of Fuel Pin

3.2.1 The final composition of any sample from
any fuel pin shall be:

Analytically
Measured Composition

Chemical Element Weight Percent

Molybdenum 2.44 + 0.17

Ruthenium 1.94 + 0.25

Rhodium 0.28 + 0.05
Palladium 0.19 + 0.04

Ziroonium 0.085 + 0.060

Niobium 0.015 + 0.012

Silicon 0.050 + 0.027

Uranium 95.00 + 1.00

Total Impurities 2550 ppm mae.
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Isotopic Uranium

235U

234U + 236U + 238U

234U + 236U

Weight Percent

66.72 + 0.50

33.28 + 0.50

< 1.0

3.3 Physical Properties

3.3.2 The weight of the completed fuel pin shall
be 51.7 + 1.0 grams.

4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE AND CONTROL

4.2.3 Analytical Procedures

The Seller shall establish precise chemical,

mass spectrometric, or other analytical

techniques that yield accuracy confidence

intervals within the limits shown below:

Confidence Levels Required of Analysis Method
of Fissium Alloy Fuel Pins

Chemical Element

Total Uranium

Isotopic Uranium

234U

235U

236U

238U

% of Wt % of Element Present

Analysis Method 95% Conf. Int.

+ 1.0

+ 10.0

+ 1.0

+ 10.0

+ 1.0

4.3.6.2 The following tolerances apply to
the required acouracy on the
physical measurements of completed
fuel pins and elements.
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(a) Length - measure to + 0.002 in., standards

accurate to 0.0005 in.

(b) Weight - weight to + 0.02 g, standards

accurate to 0.001 g.

The values given in subsection 3.2 for the chemical and in subsection

3.3 for the physical properties of the fuel pins are sufficient for the com-

putation of a specified total Vendor's variance, Var(Vrs P rs), for the U-235

content of the pins. Although it is not explicitly stated, the assumption

is made that the limits refer to the 95% confidence level; that is, the limits

are equal to 2a. It is explicitly stated that the values are of the analyt-

ically measured composition.

Note that the first statement in subsection 3.2.1 is in conflict with

what follows. The statement refers to the "composition" of the samples rather

than the "measured composition" of the samples. Only the measured composi-

tions can be known, and they will have a variance equal to the sum of the

variance of the product and the variance of the measurement method.

The total U-235 content of a pin is

Y " U-I-W (3)

where U is the % total uranium

I is the % U-235

W is the pin weight in grams

Var(V re U 2  2 2+
rrs IU U) 12 iJ + ) .WJ

-(I'IWioU) 2 + (U.W"i 1) 2 + (U.igaW)2 (4)
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Summary of Technical Requirements from
Section 3 of Contract Specifications

U

I

W

Value

.95

.6672

51.7 g

9 5%CL

+ .01

+ .005

+ 1.0

a

.005

.0025

.5

. Var(V rs rs) = [(.6672)(51.7)(.005)] + [(.95)(51.7)(.0025)]2

+ [(.95)(.6672)(.5)12

- .14526

This value, computed from the contract specifications, can be compared

to the Var(Vrs Prs) actually achieved for the four job lots of elements.

These values are listed in the first column of the first row of Tables I-IV,

below, which summarize the analytical results.

The values given in subsection 4 refer to the precision of the Vendor's

measurement methods. It is explicitly stated that the values given refer

to the 95% confidence level; they are therefore equal to 2a. The values given

for total uranium and the several isotopes are expressed as percentages of

the amount present. These are converted to absolute amounts in the follow-

ing computations. It is specified that weighings be made to .02 grams.

The weights then belong to a uniform, or rectangular, distribution. The stan-

dard deviation, v, of such a distribution is the range divided by 1 .
Therefore

aW*o (.02)//jI _ .00577 grams.
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Summary of Quality Control Requirements from
Section 4.0 of Contract Specifications

95% CL

U

I

W

Value

.95

.6672

h1.7

%.

1.0

1.0

Absolute

.0095

.00667

a

.00475

.0033

.00577

These values are substituted into Eq. 4. Because the variances involved

(QW2, aU2, and 012) are those of the measuring method only, with no contribu-

tion from the product, we have:

Var(Vrs) - .05361

This is the net limiting Vendor's measurement variance as specified

by the contract and can be compared with the fifth item in the first column

of Tables I-IV below.

An implied, allowed product variance can be computed as

Var(Prs) * Var(Prs Vrs) - Var(Vrs)

" .14526 - .05361

" .09165

or

oP /ar(Pr) - .303
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95% of the elements from a given job lot must have a U-235 content within

.606 grams (2a) of their average.

PRODUCT VARIANCES

About 10 kg of uranium of the proper enrichment and a sufficient quantity

of the several fissium metals are melted together to produce an alloy which

is 95% uranium. The first alloy batches are made with virgin metal, but

later batches may be partially or completely made up of scrap from previous

injection-casting batches, and a small amount of added molybdenum calculated

to replace that lost during the previous alloying process. About 95% of

the charge becomes usable alloy, and about 5% becomes an oxidized scrap called

dross. During this process the fissium metals, notably molybdenum, preferen-

tially enter the dross, leaving the alloy slightly rich in uranium. ,This

amount will vary in a random manner from run to run, and is probably the

major component of the between-batch product variance, Var(Pa). Another

component would be the random error in adjusting the uranium- and fissium-

charge amounts to equal the target value. This component would likely be

greater for those runs containing a large amount of recycle material, because

the uranium and fissium contents are determined from a chemical analysis

rather than from the more accurate method of weighing the pure elemental

metals.

In a second process, the alloy is melted in a vacuum furnace and in-

jected into vycore-glass tubing. When cool the glass is removed, and the

pins are cut to length and weighed. There is some separation of the alloy

components during this process; that is, the uranium/fissium ratio varies

over the pin length and, undoubtedly, from pin to pin. This, together with

the randomness of the pin weights, is the major component of the within-batch

product variance, Var(Pr).

VENDOR MEASUREENT VARIANCES

The main sources of the between-batch Vendor-measurement variance, Var(V,),

are the analytical and sampling errors in determining the total uranium

and the U-235 content of the casting material. The within-batch Vendor-mea-
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surement variance, Var(Vr), 4s partly because the same identical analytical

values are applied to all pins in a batch when it is known that the melt

is not perfectly uniform, and partly because of the random errors in weighing

the pins. Note that Var(Pr) results from the differences between the true

values of the U-235 content of the individual pins and the average value

of this quantity for all pins, while Var(Vr) results from the differences

between these true values and the assigned values which are computed assuming

that the alloy is of uniform composition.

NDA MEASUREMENT VARIANCES

In the NDA gamma-counting method of analysis, nine elements from each

of two batches, together with five standard elements, are placed on the scan-

ning table. The five standards are scanned twice on each side, and the gamma

counts collected are used to construct a calibration curve. Each sample

element is scanned once on each side, and the gamma counts collected are

converted to grams of U-235 using the calibration curve. The between-batch

NDA variance, Var(Na), results from the errors in constructing the calibra-

tion curves which will vary in a random manner from run to run. The within-

batch variance, Var(Nr), results primarily from the counting statistics on

the measured elements.

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

Grubbs3 suggested that total product and measurement variances can be

estimated from sets of measurements by two or more methods on each of a num-

ber of similar, but not identical products. This results from the fact that

the expected value of the covariance between two measurement sets is the

total product variance (Var(Pre)). This is demonstrated as follows:

Let N measured value of item Pi by method N

Vi measured value of item P by method V

of difference between true value of item Pi and average of

all items P
* random error in measuring item Pi by method N
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Yi - random error in measuring item P by method V

- average measured value over all Ni

V - average measured value over all V

P average product value

The expected value of both N and V is P, plus, perhaps, a bias. If there

is a bias in N or V, it will also occur in each of the individual measure-

ments Ni or Vi and so will be subtracted out in the following equations.

The covariance between Ni and V is

Covar(NV) U E (N - ) (Vi - V) /(n - 1)

S E (P + Ai + i - )(P + A + Yi - )/(n - 1)

=E (A12 + Ai (ei + Yi) + Eiyi)/(n - 1)

" (EA1 2 + EAi(Ei + y ) + Eciyi)/(n - 1)

The expected values

We then have:

Covar(NV) -

of the second and third sums in the numerator are zero.

EA 2/(n - 1)

" Var(Prs

Since the variance computed from the two sets of measurements are

Var(NT) E(N - N)2/(n - 1) " Var(Nre) + Var(Pre)

(6)

(7)

and

E(Vi V)2/(n - 1)- Var(Vre) + Vae(P )

(5)

(5a)

(Sb)

(5c)

Var (VT) " (8)
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the variances of the two methods are

Var(Nrs) = Var(NT) - Covar(NV) (9)

Var(Vrs) = Var(VT) - Covar(NV) (10)

It is also possible to compute Var(Nrs V rs) from the paired set of data

Var(Nrs rs) = E[(Ni - Vi) - (N - V)]2/(n - 1) (11)

This is the variance which is used in the familiar paired-difference test

to estimate the significance of the difference between the average of two

sets of measurements. It also provides a slightly different computational

approach to the resolution of the three composite variances Var(Prs), Var(Nrs),
and Var(Vrs):

Var(NT) + Var(VT) - Var(NrsVrs) a 2Var(Prs) (12)

The measurement variances are then computed as in Eqs. 9 and 10 above, re-

membering the identity

Var(Prs) = Covar(Nr rs)

It can be shown that the two computational approaches are mathematically

identical. The six variances [(Var(Vrs Prs), Var(Nrs Pr), Var(Nre rs), Var(Pr)
Covar(Nrs Vrs), Var(Vrs) and Var(Nrs)], computed from the data of each of

the four job lots, are listed in the first column of corresponding Tables

I-IV below.

If there were no between-batch variances, then the expected results

would be the same as if the nine elements which are measured at the same

time were drawn at random from the total population with no regard to their

batch identity. In this case the expected variances of the average of nine

U-235 contents would be 1/9 of the variances of unit weight which have been
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discussed above. The process described above was repeated, using as data

the n batch average values, where n is the number of batches. The results

are listed in the second column of the table. A cursory examination shows

that these variances are considerably larger than 1/9 of the corresponding

variances of unit weight. This indicates that there is an error component

which is the same for each element of a batch, and therefore also for the

batch average. These two components can be separated by the solution of

a pair of equations: the first indicating that the variances of unit weight

are the sums of the between-batch and the within-batch variances, and the

second indicating that the batch average variances are the sums of the be-

tween-batch and 1/9 of the within-batch variances. In the following, the

general variable X is used in place of P, V, or N. A single bar is used

(X) to indicate a batch average, whereas a double bar (X) has been used to

indicate the average over the total job lot.

Var(Xrs) = Var(Xs) + Var(Xr) (13)

Var(Xrs) - Var(Xs) + Var(Xr)/9 (14)

or

Var(Xr) - (9/8)[Var(X ) - Var(X )] (15)rrs rs

Var(X,) - [9Var(Xrs) - Var(Xrs)]/8 (16)

The resulting values for the systematic or between-batch variances,

Var(X8), are given in column 3, and the within-batch variances in column

4 of the tables.

A second method of estimating the within-batch variances is to compute

the variances for each batch separately to obtain n estimates based on 8

degrees of freedom. The average of these n values are listed in column 5

of the tables for comparison with column 4.

A second method was also used to estimate the total NDA variance Var(Nrs )
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The table of the gamma-ray scanning apparatus has positions for 24 elements;

18 of these were used for the samples being measured, and 5 for the standards.

The remaining position was used to obtain replicate analyses on one element.

the element used had been prepared as a standard with a chemical and isotopic

content equal to the target value for Mark-II elements. The variance com-

puted from 220 independent measurements of this element is .0431. This can

be compared with the four other estimates which are listed as the last item

of the first column of the four tables. The weighted average of these four

values is .0435.

TABLE I. ANL-West

Var(Xrs) Var(X rs)

VP) .024394 .015027
IP) .053986 .011914
NV) .061629 .019653
) .008376 .003644
) .016018 .011383
N) .045610 .008270

Number of Batches 209

Average U-235 Content

Vendor 32.

NDA 32.

First Mark-II Job

Var(Xs)

.013856

.006655

.014406

.003052

.010803

.003603

Var(X r)

.010539

.047331

.047222

.005324

.005215

.042007

97 g

90 g

TABLE II. ANL-West Second Mark-II Job

Var(Xrs) Var(Xrs)

.020414

.046790

.051900

.007652

.012762

.039138

.011940

.009497

.013981

.003728

.008212

.005769

Var(X )

.010881

.004835

.009241

.003238

.007643

.001598

Var(Xr) Var(Xr)

.009533

.041955

.042659

.004415

.005119

.037540

.009658

.042010

.042765

.004452

.005206

.037558

Number of Batches 87

Average U-235 Content

Vendor 32.66 g

NDA 32.85 g

Var(V
Var(N
Var(N
Var(P
Var(V
Var(b

Var(Xr)

.010605

.047363

.047291

.005338

.005267

.042025

Var(VP)
Var(NP)
Var(NV)
Var(P)
Var(V)
Var(N)
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TABLE III. Atomics International Mark-II Job

Var(Xrs) Var(Xrs)

.028961

.054060

.059510

.011755

.017205

.042305

.017557

.014484

.019302

.006369

.011180

.008115

Var(XS)

.016131

.009537

.014276

.005696

.010435

.003841

Var(Xr) Var(Xr)

.012829

.044523

.045234

.006059

.006770

.038464

.012894

.044561

.045291

.006082

.006812

.038479

Number of Batches 232

Average U-235 Content

Vend

NDA

or 32.67 g

32.80 g

TABLE IV. ANL-West Mark-I Job

Var(Xrs) Var(Rrs) Var(Xs) Var(Xr) Var(Xr)

.028865

.047742

.076572

.000017

.028848

.047725

.025412

.008095

.036814
-.001653
.027065
.009748

.024981

.003139

.031844
-.001862
.026842
.005001

.003884

.044602

.044728

.001879

.002005

.042723

.004374

.044664

.045352

.001843

.002531

.042821

Number of Batches 51

Average U-235 Content

Vendor 31.68 g

NDA 31.69 g

DISCUSSION

The treatment described above might be considered an empirical test

of the Grubbs method. Very little theoretical study of the method has been

made since Grubbs suggested it in 1948. A number of people have discussed

the fact that negative values of the measurement variance can occur when

using this method, but that the probability of this happening decreases

Var(VP)
Var(NP)
Var(NV)
Var(P)
Var(V)
Var(N)

Var(VP)
Var(NP)
Var(NV)
Var(P)
Var(V)
Var(N)
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as the product variance decreases and the number of degrees of freedom in-

creases.4,5

Winslow6 has recently shown that the measurement variance estimated

from a set of measurements on a number of different products having a known

product variance follows a noncentral chi square distribution instead of

the chi square distribution associated with variances estimated in the usual

way. The shape of the noncentral chi square distribution curve is similar

to that of the central chi square distribution curve for the same number

of degrees of freedom. Instead of terminating at zero, the noncentral curve

is shifted into the negative region by an amount dependent on the product

variance. As the number of degrees of freedom increases, both curves become

flatter and extend further in the positive direction while the lower ter-

minating points remain fixed. When the number of degrees of freedom is large,

the relative difference between the means of the two curves decreases to

an insignificant value, and the fraction of the noncentral curve in the nega-

tive region becomes negligible. The Grubbs method cannot be applied to all

sets of data. In order for the data to be used with some degree of confi-

dence, it must have a large number of degrees of freedom, and the variances

must be relatively small. The data used here for the EBR-II fuel elements

fit these criteria.

The NDA measurement variance, Var(Nrs), estimated from 220 replicate

measurements of a single element (.0431) agrees very well with the values

computed using the Grubbs method. This, together with the fact that the

NDA's and the Vendor's data enter the computations in a symmetrical way,

suggests that the variances computed for the Vendor's measurement are also

good approximations of the true values.

The variance estimated for the AI product (.011755) is significantly

different from the variance estimated for either of the Cold Line Mark-II

job lots (.008376 and .007652). Note that the term "significantly differ-

ent" means only that it is very probably real and not due to random varia-

tions. It does not necessarily mean that the difference is very large or

serious. The limit of error [LE a 2*'Var(P) 1, in grams, for the three job

lots (Al, Cold Line (1), and Cold Line (2)) are .218, .183, and .175, respec-
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tively. This means that the grams of U-235 in 95% of the elements in the

job lot are expected to be within these LEs of the average U-235 content

of all elements in the lot. All three of these values are well within the

limit of .606 grams which was computed from the contract specifications.

The Vendor's measurement variances (.0160, .0128, and .0288 for ANL-W, and

.0172 for AI) are also within the limit of .0536 which was computed from

the contract specifications.

There are some anomalies in the variances estimated for Mark-1 elements

manufactured at the ANL-W Cold Line, Table IV above. The total product vari-

ance is estimated to be very close to zero. This variance is computed as

the covariance between the two sets of measurements (see Eq. 5 above).

In order for the computed value to be correct, it is necessary that, as the

attribute value (in this case the U-235 content) changes from item to item,

the measured values by both methods will, on the average, change in the same

direction by the same amount. If either or both measurements are not corre-

lated to the attribute content of the elements, the expected result is a

zero covariance, as is observed. There is, of course, a finite probability

that a result such as this could occur even when all systems are operating

properly, but, with the large number of degrees of freedom that we have,

this probability is quite small. It'is more likely that this result is due

to something inherent in one or both of the measuring methods. The Mark-

I elements are made of about 52%-enriched uranium, and the Mark-II elements

are made of about 67%-enriched uranium. As they both have about the same

target U-235 content, the Mark-I elements must contain about 67/52 = 1.29

times as much total uranium as the Mark-II elements. The main constituents

of the within-batch product variance are the random variation of the ura-

nium/fissium ratio and the pin weights. These are expected to be about the

same for the Mark-I and the Mark-II pins. As the Mark-I pins are more dilute

in U-235, the variance in the U-235 content is expected to be smaller (by

about a factor of .6) than that in the Mark-II pins, but not by the factor

of about .0025 which is computed. The NDA gamma-counting method will mea-

sure the total U-235 content of thin samples. As this thickness increases,

self-absorption of the gamma rays becomes a more prominent feature. At some

limiting thickness, the method becomes insensitive to increased thickness,

and the measuring device becomes essentially an enrichment meter. This ef-
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fect would be more pronounced with the Mark-I elements which have cores of

greater diameter.

The Vendor's variance of the batch averages for the Mark-I job lot is

very large (.0254). This is about 0.88 of the Vendor's variance of unit

weight (.0288). For the three Mark-II job lots, this ratio falls in the

range 0.58 to 0.61. Something about the Vendor's reported values for the

Mark-I elements is definitely different. The data has been carefully

checked for errors and outliers to explain the difference, but none has been

found. If the data is taken as correct, the conclusion is drawn that there

is a much larger batch-to-batch variance for the Mark-I elements than for

the Mark-II elements. Because the total Vendor variance Var(Vrs P rs) for

all four job lots is about the same, the within-batch variance for the Mark-

I elements must be very small. It is difficult to speculate on the cause

of this anomaly in the Vendor's variances, but quite feasibly the cause

might also explain the extremely low computed value for the product vari-

ance.

The NDA measurement variances computed for the four job lots (.0456,

.0391, .0423, and .0477) are all well within the limit computed from the

contract specifications (.0536) as being required of the Vendor. Although

these variances are, as expected, greater than those for destructive mea-

surement techniques, they are sufficiently small that the method will Je-

tect discrepancies between the product pins and the specifications with a

high degree of certainty. It has also been demonstrated that the NDA gamma-

counting method is sufficiently stable and precise to provide the second

set of data required for the Grubbs analysis technique.
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